王右丞集卷之十 近體詩

10.1

奉和聖製從蓬萊向興慶閣道中留春雨中
春望之作應制

4

8

渭水自縈秦塞曲，
黃山舊繞漢宮斜。
鑾輿迥出仙門柳，
閣道迴看上苑花。
雲裏帝城雙鳳闕，
雨中春樹萬人家。
為乘陽氣行時令，
不是宸游重物華。
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Juan 10: Recent style poems

10.1
Respectfully harmonizing with the imperial composition
“On the covered walkway from Penglai Palace to Xingqing Palace,
detaining spring: gazing out on the rain”: to imperial command
The Wei waters bend as they turn about the Qin frontiers;
Yellow Mountain as of old inclines and coils around the Han Palace.1
His simurgh carriage emerges afar from the willows at
the Transcendent’s gate;
4 From the covered walkway he turns and sees the imperial garden
flowers.
Amid the clouds in the emperor’s city – paired phoenix gate-towers;
In the rain, spring trees – ten thousand people’s homes.
Taking advantage of the spring air, he has issued a timely command –
8 It is not an imperial excursion just because he values the scenery!

1 Site of a palace in Han times.
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10.2

大同殿生玉芝龍池上有慶雲百官共睹聖恩
便賜宴樂敢書即事

4

8

欲笑周文歌宴鎬，
遙輕漢武樂橫汾。
豈如玉殿生三秀，
詎有銅池出五雲。
陌上堯樽傾北斗，
樓前舜樂動南薰。
共歡天意同人意，
萬歲千秋奉聖君。

10.3

敕賜百官櫻桃（時為文部郎中）

4

芙蓉闕下會千官，
紫禁朱櫻出上蘭。
纔是寢園春薦後，
非關御苑鳥銜殘。

1 A song attributed to Shun: “The warmth of the south wind / can relieve my
people’s anger.”
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10.2
Angelica appeared growing at the Datong Hall, and auspicious clouds
were seen over the Dragon Pool. This was seen by all the court
officials. The sagely ruler then graciously granted a banquet and
music. I dared write describing what I saw there.
One will smile at King Wen of the Zhou, singing and banqueting at
Hao,
Scorn that long ago Emperor Wu of the Han played music in
crossing the Fen.
How could these compare with a thrice-flowering herb arising from
the jade halls?
4 How could they have had brass rain-basins giving rise to five-colored
clouds?
In the lanes the northern dipper is tipped into Yao’s goblets;
Before the hall, Shun’s music performs “southern warmth.”1
Together we delight that heaven’s and men’s intentions are the same;
8 For ten thousand years, a thousand autumns, we attend on our sagely
lord.

10.3
Cherries granted to the court officials by the emperor
(at the time serving as a director in the Ministry of Personnel)
Below the hibiscus gate-towers the thousand officials gather;
A vermillion cherry tree of the Purple Tenuity has emerged from
Shanglan Belvedere garden.2
It is just after the presentation of spring fruit at the imperial mausolea –
4 It has nothing to do with feeding leftovers to the imperial garden birds.

2 Purple Tenuity: constellation linked with the imperial palace, so substitute for
the palace itself. The Shanglan Belvedere was a Han-era palace structure with
attached gardens.
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歸鞍競帶青絲籠，
中使頻傾赤玉盤。
飽食不須愁內熱，
大官還有蔗漿寒。
10.3a

崔興宗： 和王維敕賜百官櫻桃

4

8

未央朝謁正逶迤，
天上櫻桃錫此時。
朱實初傳九華殿，
繁花舊雜萬年枝。
全勝晏子江南橘，
莫比潘家大谷梨。
聞到令人好顏色，
神農本草自應知。
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Returning saddles compete in carrying blue-thread-handled baskets;
Court eunuchs repeatedly pour them out from red jade plates.
Eating our fill, no need to worry that we’ll contract a fever;1
8 The Court Provisioners still have chilled cane sugar juice for us.

10.3a
Cui Xingzong: Harmonizing with Wang Wei: “Cherries granted
to the court officials by the emperor”
The court audience at Weiyang palace windingly advances;
This is when Heaven above bestows us with a cherry tree.
Its vermilion fruit just now are brought from Jiuhua Hall;
4 Its profuse blossoms were mixing in with the branches of the holly
trees.
They surpass by far Master Yan’s oranges south of the Jiang;
Don’t bother to compare them with the Pan estate Great Valley pears.2
I’ve heard it said that the fruit can put one in a good mood;
8 It should be known about in Shennong’s Materia Medica.3

1 Eating too many cherries was said to generate excessive warm qi in the body.
2 In his “Living in Idleness” rhapsody, Pan Yue mentions the pears of “Sir Zhang’s
Great Valley,” reputed to be particularly sweet.
3 Han dynasty pharmacological work.
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10.4

敕借岐王九成宮避暑應教

4

8

帝子遠辭丹鳳闕，
天書遙借翠微宮。
隔窗雲霧生衣上，
卷幔山泉入鏡中。
林下水聲喧語笑，
巖間樹色隱房櫳。
仙家未必能勝此，
何事吹笙向碧空。
10.5

和賈舍人早朝大明宮之作

4

絳幘雞人送曉籌，
尚衣方進翠雲裘。
九天閶闔開宮殿，
萬國衣冠拜冕旒。
日色纔臨仙掌動，
香煙欲傍袞龍浮。
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10.4
The emperor has loaned the Prince of Qi the Jiucheng Palace
for avoiding the heat: at princely command
The imperial prince has distantly retreated from the cinnabar phoenix
watchtowers;
An imperial order lends him afar this palace in azure mists.
Beyond the windows, the clouds and mist seem to rise from our clothes;
4 As we roll up the curtains, the mountain stream enters into the mirrors.
Below the wood, the sound of water drowns out speech and laughter;
Before the cliffs, the color of the trees conceals the window lattices.
The homes of Transcendents would not necessarily be able to surpass
this;
8 So why should Wangzi Qiao play his reed organ and ascend into
the jade-green sky?1

10.5
Harmonizing with Secretariat Drafter Jia: “Morning audience at
the Daming Palace”
The scarlet-turbaned rooster-man transmits the dawn tally;2
The Wardrobe Steward has just presented the robes with their
kingfisher-feather clouds.
The Grand Gate to the Nine Heavens has just opened the palace halls;
4 Officials from the myriad lands bow before His coronet tassels.
Sunlight just now moves over the Immortal’s palms;3
Incense smoke is floating beside the imperial dragon robes.

1 See note to 9.31.3.
2 A guard given the task of announcing the coming of dawn. The tally here is one
of the arrows used to mark time in the palace clepsydras.
3 Dew-collecting statues; see note to 9.13.5.
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朝罷須裁五色詔，
珮聲歸向鳳池頭。
10.5a

賈至：早朝大明宮呈兩省僚友

4

8

銀燭朝天紫陌長，
禁城春色曉蒼蒼。
千條弱柳垂青瑣，
百囀流鶯遶建章。
劍佩聲隨玉墀步，
衣冠身惹御爐香。
共沐恩波鳳池裏，
朝朝染翰侍君王。
10.5b

杜甫： 奉和賈至舍人早朝大明宮

4

五夜漏聲催曉箭，
九重春色醉仙桃。
旌旗日暖龍蛇動，
宮殿風微燕雀高。
1 Both Wang Wei and Jia Zhi had official duties drafting government documents.
Phoenix Pool was a poetic cognomen for the Secretariat.
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When the audience is over, we must trim our five-colored fiats;
8 The sound of our pendants returns to the Phoenix Pool.1

10.5a
Jia Zhi: Morning audience at the Daming Palace: shown to my two
colleagues at the office
Silver tapers face the sky; the capital lanes are long.
In the forbidden city spring colors are gray in the dawn.
A thousand branches of fragile willows hang down over the blue
chain-patterned gates;2
4 With a hundred trills the sweet-throated orioles surround the Jianzhang
palace.3
Tinkle of sword-pendants follow the tread on jade stairs;
Robed and capped forms brush up against the imperial burner incense.
Together we bathe in the waves of His grace in Phoenix Pool;
8 Morning after morning we stain our brushes in the service of our lord.

10.5b
Du Fu: Respectfully harmonizing with Drafter Jia Zhi:
“Morning audience at the Daming Palace”
At the fifth watch, the clepsydra’s sound hastens the dawn arrow;
Autumn colors in the nine-layer palace makes drunk the Transcendents’
peaches.
The sun warms the pennants as their snakes and dragons tremble;
4 The wind is gentle in palace halls as swallows and sparrows fly high.

2 See note to 8.8.8.
3 See note to 7.1.4.
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朝罷香煙攜滿袖，
詩成珠玉在揮毫。
欲知世掌絲綸美，
池上于今有鳳毛。
10.5c

岑參： 奉和中書舍人賈至早朝大明宮

4

8

雞鳴紫陌曙光寒，
鶯囀皇州春色闌。
金闕曉鐘開萬戶，
玉階仙仗擁千官。
花迎劍珮星初落，
柳拂旌旗露未乾。
獨有鳳皇池上客，
陽春一曲和皆難。
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Audience ended – incense smoke fills our sleeves;
Verses finished – pearls and jades come from flourished writing brushes.
If you want to know generations in charge of the beauty of silken
threads:
8 Until now there has been phoenix down on the pool.1

10.5c
Cen Shen: Respectfully harmonizing with Secretariat Drafter
Jia Zhi: “Morning audience at the Daming Palace”
The cock crows over the capital lanes; the daybreak light is chill.
Orioles trill in the imperial precincts; spring hues are waning.
By gold watchtowers the dawn bells open ten thousand doors;
4 On the jade stairs, Transcendents’ standards cause to throng a thousand
officials.
Blossoms greet sword-pendants as the stars begin to set;
Willows brush the pennants – the dew has yet to dry.
Alone there is a man from Phoenix Pool –
8 His single song of “Rising Spring” is a challenge to match!2

1 “Silken threads” – the elegant writing on government edicts. Du Fu is complimenting Jia and his father, who also served as a Secretary.
2 “Rising Spring” was said to be a song so elegant it could only be matched by a
dozen or so people. This is complimenting Jia Zhi.
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10.6

和太常韋主簿五郎溫湯寓目

4

8

漢主離宮接露臺，
秦川一半夕陽開。
青山盡是朱旗繞，
碧澗翻從玉殿來。
新豐樹裏行人度，
小苑城邊獵騎迴。
聞道甘泉能獻賦，
懸知獨有子雲才。
10.7

苑舍人能書梵字兼達梵音皆曲盡其妙戲
為之贈

4

名儒待詔滿公車，
才子為郎典石渠。
蓮花法藏心懸悟，
貝葉經文手自書。

1 The springs at Mount Li were close to a site where Emperor Wen of the Han
had erected an “open terrace” for observing astronomical phenomena.
2 Reference to a rhapsody composed by the Han poet and philosopher celebrating
a detached imperial palace.
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10.6

10.6

和太常韋主簿五郎溫湯寓目

Harmonizing with Recorder Wei Wulang of the Court of Imperial
Sacrifices: “Things seen at the warm springs”

漢主離宮接露臺，
秦川一半夕陽開。
青山盡是朱旗繞，
碧澗翻從玉殿來。
新豐樹裏行人度，
小苑城邊獵騎迴。
聞道甘泉能獻賦，
懸知獨有子雲才。

The Han ruler’s detached palace connects with an open terrace;1
Half of the Qin rivers are revealed in the evening light.
The green hills are all surrounded by vermilion pennants;
4 The jade-green streams on the contrary turn through the jade halls.
Travelers cross amid the Xinfeng trees;
Mounted hunters return beside the small garden town.
I’ve heard it said that Yang Xiong was able to present a rhapsody on
Sweet Springs,
8 And I suppose that only you are possessed of his talent.2

10.7

10.7

苑舍人能書梵字兼達梵音皆曲盡其妙戲
為之贈

Secretariat Drafter Yuan can write Sanskrit and understands its
sounds. I playfully wrote this to fathom fully the marvelousness of
this and presented it to him.

名儒待詔滿公車，
才子為郎典石渠。
蓮花法藏心懸悟，
貝葉經文手自書。

1 The springs at Mount Li were close to a site where Emperor Wen of the Han
had erected an “open terrace” for observing astronomical phenomena.
2 Reference to a rhapsody composed by the Han poet and philosopher celebrating
a detached imperial palace.
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Esteemed scholars awaiting their summons fill the Gate Traffic Control
Office;3
You, a talented man, serve as a Director, and preside over the Stone
Channel chamber.4
Your mind alone has awakened to the Lotus Flower tripitaka;
4 Your own hand can copy the writings of sutras on pattra palm leaves.

3 Originally a Han institution; it was in charge of accepting memorials, tribute
articles, and vehicles used to fetch those summoned to court.
4 I.e., the imperial library.
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楚辭共許勝揚馬，
梵字何人辨魯魚。
故舊相望在三事，
願君莫厭承明廬。
10.7a

苑咸: 酬王維（並序）
王員外兄以予嘗學天竺書。有戲題見贈。
然王兄當代詩匠。又精禪理。枉採知音。
形於雅作。輒走筆以酬焉。且久未遷。
因而嘲及。

4

蓮花梵字本從天，
華省仙郎早悟禪。
三點成伊猶有想，
一觀如幻自忘荃。
為文已變當時體，
入用還推間氣賢。

1 Literally, “Lu and fish” – proverbial for two characters that get miswritten for
each other and thus are used as examples of misreading in general.
2 Chengming Stove – in Han times, an area outside of the library where lowranking palace attendants would pass the night.
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All endorse your Chu-style compositions as superior to Yang Xiong and
Sima Xiangru;
And in Sanskrit writing, who else could make difficult distinctions?1
Your old associates have hope that you will attain position as one
of the three dukes;
8 But I hope you won’t grow tired of the Chengming stove!2

10.7a
Yuan Xian: Answering Wang Wei (with preface)
Brother Wang the Vice Director sent me a teasing poem once because
I had studied the writing of India. Brother Wang is a poetic
craftsman of our age and is also conversant with the principles of
meditation – and yet he has stooped to choose me as a friend and
formed his thoughts into an elegant composition for me. I
immediately hurried my brush to answer him – and also because he
has not been promoted for some time in office, I took
the opportunity to tease him as well.
The lotus-flower Sanskrit letters came originally from Heaven;
And you, a Director in State Affairs, awakened to meditation early
on.
When three dots form the letter “i,” then there are things to ponder;3
4 With one glance, all becomes illusion – one forgets the fish-trap.4
In writing prose, you have already altered the style of the time;
Employed in office, you still recommend extraordinary worthies.5

3 In the Nirvana Sutra (chapter 3), the Buddha uses the three dots that come
together to form the Sanskrit “i” as a metaphor for how Dharma, the Buddha, and
Wisdom must come together to have meaning. Each dot by itself is meaningless.
4 A proverb from the Zhuangzi: Just as one may abandon the fish-trap once the fish
are caught, so one may abandon words once they successfully convey meaning.
5 Literally, men with qi that fills up the space between Heaven and Earth.
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應同羅漢無名欲，
故作馮唐老歲年。
10.8

重酬苑郎中并序時為庫部員外
頃輒奉贈。忽枉見酬。敘末云。且久不
遷。因而嘲及。詩落句云。應同羅漢無
名欲。故作馮唐老歲年。亦解嘲之類也。

4

8

何幸含香奉至尊，
多慚未報主人恩。
草木豈能酬雨露，
榮枯安敢問乾坤。
仙郎有意憐同舍，
丞相無私斷掃門。
揚子解嘲徒自遣，
馮唐已老復何論。

1 Feng Tang served under Emperor Wen of the Han; he was offered a position
under Emperor Jing but turned it down. He was again offered a post under
Emperor Wu, but by this time he was in his nineties, and so his son was offered
the post instead.
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As with arhats, you should have no desire for fame;
8 That’s why you are like Feng Tang in the years of his old age.1

10.8
A reply in turn to Secretariat Drafter Yuan (with preface;
at the time I was Director of the Bureau of Provisions)
Not long ago I offered a poem to Drafter Yuan, and he suddenly
deigned to grant me a reply. At the end of his note he says, “also
because he has not been promoted for some time in office, I took
the opportunity to tease him as well.” The end of the poem reads: “As
with arhats, you should have no desire for fame; / That’s why you are
like Feng Tang in the years of his old age.” That is also a way of
“disarming ridicule.”2
How fortunate that I can attend on His Majesty with fragrance in my
mouth;3
I am often ashamed that I have yet to repay my lord’s grace.
Plants and trees can fully requite the dew and the rain;
4 And how can they inquire of Heaven whether they will flourish or
wither?
You deliberately took pity on one of your colleagues;
But the Chief Minister is impartial; he rejects special pleading.4
Master Yang wrote “Disarming Ridicule” only to relieve himself;
8 But Feng Tang is already old, so what more is there to say?

2 “Disarming Ridicule” is a rhapsody composed by Yang Xiong in which he defends
his low position and failure to advance his career.
3 Staff of the Department of State Affairs were expected to put incense in their
mouths when dealing with the emperor, so that their breath would not offend
him.
4 The Chief Minister here is Li Linfu, Yuan Xian’s chief patron. “Special pleading”
is literally “sweeping the gate,” and refers to Wei Bo 魏勃, who was too poor to
obtain an audience with the Qi minister Cao Shen 曹參. He then swept the gates
of Cao’s retainers until they noticed him and brought him to Cao’s attention.
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10.9

酬郭給事

4

8

洞門高閣靄餘輝，
桃李陰陰柳絮飛。
禁裏踈鐘官舍晚，
省中啼鳥吏人稀。
晨搖玉佩趨金殿，
夕奉天書拜瑣闈。
強欲從君無那老，
將因臥病解朝衣。
10.10

既蒙宥罪旋復拜官伏感聖恩竊書鄙意兼奉
簡新除使君等諸公

4

忽蒙漢詔還冠冕，
始覺殷王解網羅。
日比皇明猶自暗，
天齊聖壽未云多。
花迎喜氣皆知笑，
鳥識歡心亦解歌。
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10.9
Reply to Supervising Censor Guo
By recessed gate and lofty gallery: gloom, with lingering radiance;
Peach and plum give heavy shade; the willow catkins fly.
Scattered bells within the palace – it’s evening in the official lodges;
4 Chirping birds in the ministry – the attendants grow few.
At dawn you shake your jade pendants as you hasten to the gilded hall;
At evening accepting imperial documents, you bow at the chainpatterned gate.1
I make an effort to attend on you, but nothing can be done about
my age;
8 And because I lie here sick, I’m about to remove my court robes.

10.10
After receiving an imperial pardon and being appointed to a post
once more, I am humbly moved by imperial grace as I write
my lowly thoughts; I offer the poem on paper to various
gentlemen such as the newly appointed prefects and others.
I suddenly received the Han edict returning me to an official post;
For the first time I understand the Yin king undoing the fishing nets.2
If I compare the sun to imperial brilliance, it still seems dark;
4 If I equate Heaven’s span with that of the Sagely ruler, I cannot say it
is longer.
Flowers welcome the aura of joy – all of them know to smile.3
Birds recognize a delighted heart – they understand how to sing.

1 See note to 8.8.8.
2 See note to 3.19.8.
3 “Smile” can also mean “blossom.”
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8

聞道百城新佩印，
還來雙闕共鳴珂。

10.11

酌酒與裴迪

4

8

酌酒與君君自寬，
人情翻覆似波瀾。
白首相知猶按劍，
朱門先達笑彈冠。
草色全經細雨濕，
花枝欲動春風寒。
世事浮雲何足問，
不如高臥且加餐。
10.12

輞川別業

4

不到東山向一年，
歸來纔及種春田。
雨中草色綠堪染，
水上桃花紅欲然。
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I have heard that the prefects have recently tied their waist-pendant
seals of office;
8 They return now to the paired watchtowers with their bridle jades
ringing.

10.11
Drinking ale with Pei Di
When I drink ale with you, you are naturally relaxed;
Human nature is changeable, like rolling waves.
Old acquaintances, white-haired, may yet put hands on swords;
4 Gentry who first achieved eminence laugh at those first taking up office.
Plants in their colors have all passed through a soaking from light rain;
Flowered branches will soon tremble in the chill of the spring breeze.
What use is it to inquire about the floating clouds of worldly affairs?
8 It is better to recline in reclusion and be sure to eat well.

10.12
My estate at Wangchuan
I have not come to East Mountain for nearly a year;1
Now returning, I just arrive in time for planting the spring fields.
In the rain, the color of the plants is a green worthy of dye;
4 By the water, the peach blossoms are so red, they are about to flame.

1 See note to 2.23.1.
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優婁比邱經論學，
傴僂丈人鄉里賢。
披衣倒屣且相見，
相歡語笑衡門前。
10.13

早秋山中作

4

8

無才不敢累明時，
思向東溪守故籬。
豈厭尚平婚嫁早，
却嫌陶令去官遲。
草間蛩響臨秋急，
山裏蟬聲薄暮悲。
寂寞柴門人不到，
空林獨與白雲期。
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The bhiks.u Uruvilvā Kāśyapa has studied sutras and śastras;1
The venerable hunchback is a worthy man of the village.2
I throw on a robe, put clogs on backwards as I hurry to see them;3
8 Delighted, we talk and laugh in front of my rustic gate.

10.13
Early autumn, written in the mountains
Without talent, I dare not burden an enlightened age;
I long to head toward the Eastern Stream and keep to my former hedge.
How could I dislike Shang Ziping for marrying off his children early?4
4 But I am disgusted with Magistrate Tao for resigning his post so late.5
The echoes of crickets in the grass grows more urgent at the start
of autumn;
The sound of cicadas in the hills are grieving at twilight.
All silent by my scrap-wood gate, no one comes to visit;
8 In the empty woods, alone I keep my appointment with the white
clouds.

1 A prominent teacher who converted early on in the Buddha’s career. Here designates an educated monk that Wang Wei has befriended in the Wangchuan region.
2 Zhuangzi, chapter 19: Confucius meets a hunchback who uses the power of
spontaneity to catch cicadas successfully.
3 “To put clogs on backwards” is a cliché for hurriedly going to greet a guest.
4 See note to 9.3.6.
5 In one of his poems, Tao Qian speaks of being trapped in the dusty net of the
world for thirty years (or thirteen, in a different reading of the text).
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10.14

積雨輞川莊

4

8

積雨空林烟火遲，
蒸藜炊黍餉東菑。
漠漠水田飛白鷺，
陰陰夏木囀黃鸝。
山中習靜觀朝槿，
松下清齋折露葵。
野老與人爭席罷，
海鷗何事更相疑。
10.15

過乘如禪師蕭居士嵩邱蘭若

4

無着天親弟與兄，
嵩邱蘭若一峰晴。
食隨鳴磬巢烏下，
行踏空林落葉聲。
迸水定侵香案濕，

1 Zhuangzi, chapter 27: After accepting the teaching of Laozi, Yangzi Ju 陽子居
(formerly arrogant in demeanor) projected such a diffident air that others felt no
compunction in shoving him off his place on a mat at the inn where he was
staying.
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10.14
Written on the sustained rainfall at my Wangchuan estate
Sustained rainfall in the empty woods – smoky fires are slow to light.
They steam goosefoot and millet, bring it into the eastern fields.
Over the vast paddies the white egrets fly;
4 In the gloom of summer trees the yellow orioles trill.
Practicing stillness, I observe the dawn rose of sharon;
Abstaining from meat under the pine trees, I break off a dewy mallow.
A rustic old man, I’ve given up vying with others for a place on
the mat;1
8 So why should the seagulls be suspicious of me?2

10.15
Visiting the aran.ya of Meditation Master Chengru and Layman Xiao
at Mount Song 3
Vasubandhu and his brother Asaṅga, both without attachments:4
In a monastery on Mount Song, where the whole peak is clear.
They eat in accord with the temple chimes, under the roosting crows;
4 They stroll, treading the empty wood – sounds from the fallen leaves.
Spurting water definitely encroaches and sprays their incense table;

2 See note to 5.1.7.
3 See note to 7.28.
4 Wang Wei playfully refers to Chengru and Xiao (evidently his brother) by the
names of the two great Buddhist philosophers.
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雨花應共石牀平。
深洞長松何所有，
儼然天竺古先生。
10.16

春日與裴迪過新昌里訪呂逸人不遇

4

8

桃源一向絕風塵，
柳市南頭訪隱淪。
到門不敢題凡鳥，
看竹何須問主人。
城外青山如屋裏，
東家流水入西鄰。
閉戶著書多歲月，
種松皆老作龍鱗。

1 Both of these images suggest the spiritual powers of Chengru and Xiao. The
spurting water may allude to Huiyuan calling forth a stream through his faith
when he wanted to found a monastery at Mount Lu. Flowers often rain down
from Heaven on buddhas and bodhisattvas teaching the Dharma.
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Falling blossoms are probably as deep as their stone meditation seat.1
What is there in these deep caverns and tall pine trees?
8 Two solemn and ancient gentlemen from India.

10.16
On a spring day I went with Pei Di to Xinchang Ward to visit the
recluse Lü but he was out
His Peach Blossom Spring all along has been cut off from wind and
dust;2
At the south edge of Willow Market we visit the recluse.
Arriving at the gate, we did not dare write “common bird”;3
4 To view the bamboo it’s not necessary to ask the host.4
Beyond the city walls the green hills seem to be in the house;
The flowing water from the family to the east enters the western
neighbors.
He has shut his gate and written his books for many months and years;
8 And the pines he planted are already old and grown dragon-scale bark.

2 See note to 2.22a.4.
3 Lü An 呂安 went to visit his friend Xi Kang 嵇康, but met his brother Xi Xi 喜
instead. Rather than stay, Lü took his leave, first writing the word “phoenix” 鳳
on the door. Xi Xi took this as a compliment, but Lü was actually calling him
mediocre: the character 鳳 can be read as a combination of 凡 (“ordinary”) and
鳥 (“bird”).
4 See note to 7.30.4.
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10.16a

10.16a

裴迪： 春日與王右丞過新昌里訪呂逸人不遇

Pei Di: On a spring day I went with Wang Assistant Director of
the Right to Xinchang Ward to visit the recluse Lü but he was out

恨不逢君出荷蓑，
青松白屋更無他。
陶令五男曾不有，
蔣生三徑任相過。
芙蓉曲沼春流滿，
薜荔成帷晚靄多。
聞說桃源好迷客，
不如高枕盼庭柯。

I regret that we could not meet you coming out in your lotus-leaf rain
cape;
Just green pines and a white house – nothing more than that.
He has never possessed five sons, as Magistrate Tao did;1
4 Master Jiang’s three paths permit us to visit him.2
The curving lotus pool fills with the spring current;
Hanging fig vines become curtains – evening mist increases.
I’ve heard it said that the peach blossom spring has deceived many
a traveler;
8 So it would be better to recline at ease and gaze on the courtyard tree
branches.

10.17

10.17

送方尊師歸嵩山

Seeing off Revered Master Fang returning to Mount Song

仙官欲住九龍潭，
旄節朱旛倚石龕。
山壓天中半天上，
洞穿江底出江南。
瀑布杉松常帶雨，
夕陽彩翠忽成嵐。
借問迎來雙白鶴，
已曾衡嶽送蘇耽。
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The Transcendent official desires to live by Nine Dragon Pool;3
With yak-tail standards and vermilion pennants he leans on a stone shrine.
The mountain draws close to the sky, rises halfway to the sky;
4 The grotto passes below the Jiang, emerges south of the Jiang.4
Firs and pines by waterfalls are always covered in rain;
Bright emerald-green in the twilight sun suddenly turns to mist.
I inquire of the pair of white cranes that have come to greet us;
8 Have they already seen off Su Dan on the Heng Marchmount?5
1
2
3
4

Tao Qian wrote a poem criticizing his five sons.
See note to 7.30.1.
Located on the eastern peak of Mount Song.
Many of the grotto-worlds of Daoist belief were said to connect to each other
and form a large underground network connecting many mountains.
5 Su Dan 蘇耽 was a Transcendent who left the world and flew off into the sky
after being greeted by an entourage of cranes who transformed themselves into
young men.
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10.16a
Pei Di: On a spring day I went with Wang Assistant Director of
the Right to Xinchang Ward to visit the recluse Lü but he was out
I regret that we could not meet you coming out in your lotus-leaf rain
cape;
Just green pines and a white house – nothing more than that.
He has never possessed five sons, as Magistrate Tao did;1
4 Master Jiang’s three paths permit us to visit him.2
The curving lotus pool fills with the spring current;
Hanging fig vines become curtains – evening mist increases.
I’ve heard it said that the peach blossom spring has deceived many
a traveler;
8 So it would be better to recline at ease and gaze on the courtyard tree
branches.

10.17
Seeing off Revered Master Fang returning to Mount Song
The Transcendent official desires to live by Nine Dragon Pool;3
With yak-tail standards and vermilion pennants he leans on a stone shrine.
The mountain draws close to the sky, rises halfway to the sky;
4 The grotto passes below the Jiang, emerges south of the Jiang.4
Firs and pines by waterfalls are always covered in rain;
Bright emerald-green in the twilight sun suddenly turns to mist.
I inquire of the pair of white cranes that have come to greet us;
8 Have they already seen off Su Dan on the Heng Marchmount?5
1
2
3
4

Tao Qian wrote a poem criticizing his five sons.
See note to 7.30.1.
Located on the eastern peak of Mount Song.
Many of the grotto-worlds of Daoist belief were said to connect to each other
and form a large underground network connecting many mountains.
5 Su Dan 蘇耽 was a Transcendent who left the world and flew off into the sky
after being greeted by an entourage of cranes who transformed themselves into
young men.
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10.18

送楊少府貶郴州

4

8

明到衡山與洞庭，
若為秋月聽猿聲。
愁看北渚三湘近，
惡說南風五兩輕。
青草瘴時過夏口，
白頭浪裏出湓城。
長沙不久留才子，
賈誼何須弔屈平。
10.19

出塞作（時為御史監察塞上作）

4

居延城外獵天驕，
白草連山野火燒。
暮雲空磧時驅馬，
秋日平原好射鵰。
護羌校尉朝乘障，

1 A strong south breeze would take Yang quickly back north and to home, but he
is not allowed to return.
2 Wang is predicting that Yang will soon be allowed to return home. To do so he
would travel north from Chenzhou in the Xiang River region until he reached
Xiakou on the Jiang. He would then travel downriver past Pencheng (Xunyang)
until he reached the Grand Canal.
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10.18
Seeing off District Defender Yang who has been demoted to a post
in Chenzhou
In future days when you arrive at Mount Heng and Lake Dongting,
How will you bear to hear the gibbons’ cries under the autumn moon?
You’ll grieve to see how near you are to the northern islet and the Three
Xiang;
4 You’ll hate it when it is said that the south wind buoys the mast
wind-vane.1
You’ll pass Xiakou during the season of spring miasmas,
And on the white-capped waves you’ll emerge from Pencheng.2
Changsha does not detain talented men for long;
8 Why should you play Jia Yi and mourn Qu Yuan?3

10.19
Written going out to the frontier (written while serving as
Investigating Censor on the frontier)
Outside Juyan town he hunts down Heaven’s brats.4
White grasses stretch to the hills; wild fires are burning.
On the empty moraine under twilight clouds, at times he drives
his horse;
4 On the level plain under autumn skies, often he goes shooting eagles.
The Defend-Against-Qiang colonel climbs to his ramparts at dawn;5

3 When the Han scholar Jia Yi 賈誼 was exiled to the Changsha region, he composed a poem mourning the death of the Chu poet Qu Yuan and tossed it into
the river where Qu supposedly drowned himself.
4 See note to 9.8.2 and note to 6.6.19.
5 “Qiang” (originally a proto-Tibetan people in ancient times) was applied to Tibetans in the Tang era. “Defend-Against-Qiang Colonel” was an official position in
the Han era army.
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8

破虜將軍夜渡遼。
玉靶角弓珠勒馬，
漢家將賜霍嫖姚。
10.20

聽百舌鳥

4

8

上蘭門外草萋萋，
未央宮中花裏栖。
亦有相隨過御苑，
不知若箇向金隄。
入春解作千般語，
拂曙能先百鳥啼。
萬戶千門應覺曉，
建章何必聽鳴雞。
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The Smashing-Caitff general crosses the Liao at night.1
Jade target and horn-tipped bow, horse with jeweled reins;
8 The Han house is about to award them to Huo Qubing.

10.20
Listening to the gray starlings
Beyond the Shanglan gate the grass grows lush;2
Within Weiyang Palace they nest within the flowers.3
And sometimes they chase each other past the imperial garden;
4 I don’t know which one is at the Metal Embankments.4
As they enter spring, they know how to speak a thousand different
phrases;5
At daybreak they can anticipate all the various birds.
At a myriad doors, a thousand gates, we should learn that dawn
has come;
8 Why do we need to hear the rooster crow at Jianzhang Palace?6

1 A title granted at various times to generals during the Three Kingdoms period.
The Liao River is on the northeast frontier.
2 See note to 10.3.2.
3 See note to 9.13.6.
4 Possibly a restricting embankment around the imperial garden.
5 The gray starling was known for its ability to imitate the calls of other birds.
6 See note to 7.1.4.

